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• Evolved (radiative) SNR interacting with a molecular cloud 

LAT CM Torino - 3 Sep 2015

IC 443: very well-studied SNR
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• Middle-aged (20,000 yr?) SNR interacting with molecular cloud

IC 443: A well-studied SNR

from Troja et al. (2006)

WISE 3-color  
IR image of  
shocked dust

Radio  
20cm

IC 443: Interacting with a Multi-Phase ISM
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• Molecular line observations indicate SNR shock interacting with 
~1.1x104 Msun along southern ridge (e.g. Lee+ 2008) 

LAT CM Torino - 3 Sep 2015

Southern shock into dense gas
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic showing the overall morphology of IC 443 adopted from LEE08, with the nomenclatures for shells overlaid. The asterisk indicates the position
of the pulsar (Olbert et al. 2001). (b) 21 cm radio continuum image of IC 443 (LEE08) with the area covered by the FCRAO observations: thin solid polygon for 12CO
(J = 1–0) and thick dotted polygon for HCO+ and HCN. The contours are distribution of shocked 12CO (see Figure 4 for details). The shock clumps (B–H) identified
by Denoyer (1979a) and Dickman et al. (1992) are indicated.

is also found toward the northeast and near the center of Shell
A (Figure 1(b)). No shocked molecular gas outside Shell A has
been reported. The overall distribution of shocked molecular
gas has often been described as an expanding ring (Burton et al.
1988; Dickman et al. 1992; van Dishoeck et al. 1993).

On the other hand, the identification and the nature of ambient
clouds that are physically interacting with IC 443 have not been
comprehensively studied. Ambient molecular clouds toward
IC 443 were first reported by Cornett et al. (1977). They found a
geometrically thin (∼3 pc), sheet-like molecular cloud centered
around vLSR ∼ −3 km s−1 and proposed its interaction with
IC 443. Dickman et al. (1992) published more refined maps
of the ambient molecular gas. IC 443 is located toward the
Galactic anticenter direction where the radial velocity due to
the Galactic rotation is degenerate to vLSR ∼ 0 km s−1. The
clouds at vLSR ∼ −3 km s−1 partially overlap with IC 443 in
the sky, and they are often assumed to be the clouds that are
interacting with IC 443 (e.g., Troja et al. 2006), although no
clear indication of their physical association has been found.

Identifying the ambient clouds that are physically associated
with SNRs is important as it provides fundamental information
about the environment of the SNRs. This is particularly impor-
tant for core-collapse SNRs whose environment is significantly
affected by stellar feedback. Also, the study of ambient clouds
is important in understanding the hadronic nature of associated
γ -ray emission. γ -ray emission can be emitted when cosmic
rays that are accelerated at SNR shocks encounter nearby dense
molecular clouds. IC 443 has long been suspected of being a
site of cosmic-ray acceleration. It harbors an EGRET source
3EG J0617+2238 (Hartman et al. 1999), which might be associ-
ated with the hard X-ray source in the eastern boundary (Bykov
et al. 2008). A TeV source in the western boundary is detected
by MAGIC (Albert et al. 2007) and VERITAS (Acciari et al.

2009). More recently, GeV emission from IC 443 is reported by
Fermi LAT (Abdo et al. 2010) and AGILE (Tavani et al. 2010).

In this paper, we report mapping observations of molecular
lines toward the Galactic SNR IC 443. A square-degree field
toward IC 443 is mapped in 12CO (J = 1–0) and HCO+ (J =
1–0) with spatial resolution of ∼50′′. Although IC 443 has
been observed in various molecular lines, observations have
been focused on the broad-line shocked molecular clumps. Our
data present a global view of IC 443 and its interaction with
molecular clouds. The 12CO observations we report here were
conducted using the Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory
(FCRAO) 14 m radio telescope, the same telescope used by
Dickman et al. (1992). Dickman et al. mapped IC 443 with
full beam spacing (i.e., undersampled), but we obtained a fully
sampled map using an on-the-fly (OTF) technique. The details
of observations are described in Section 2. Our observations
find multiple components of ambient molecular clouds toward
IC 443. The characteristics of these multiple cloud complexes
are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we try to identify
ambient clouds that are physically associated with IC 443.
The implication of our results on the environment of IC 443
is discussed in Section 5, and Section 6 summarizes the paper.

2. OBSERVATIONS

A ∼1◦ × 1◦ area around IC 443 was observed in 12CO J =
1–0 (115.2712 GHz) and HCO+ J = 1–0 (89.18852 GHz). All
observations were obtained using the FCRAO 14 m telescope
during 2003 January. The single sideband 32 element focal
plane array receiver SEQUOIA was used in “OTF” mapping
mode. The dual channel correlator (DCC) allowed us to observe
two frequencies simultaneously. An area of 60′ × 62′ centered
at (06h17m00s, 22◦34′00′′) was mapped (Figure 1) with both
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Schematic of IC 443 from Lee, et al. (2008)



IC 443: Prominent γ-ray Supernova Remnant
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• GeV γ rays detected by EGRET in 90’s. 
TeV γ rays detected by MAGIC, VERITAS→ 

• Spatially extended in GeV/TeV γ rays  

• Later AGILE, Fermi-LAT detect π0 bump  
   (e.g. Abdo, et al. 2012)

• GeV Ɣ rays detected by EGRET in 
90’s. Then AGILE, Fermi-LAT 

• TeV Ɣ rays detected in 2007 by 
MAGIC, VERITAS 

• Extended GeV/TeV source 
• Among brightest Ɣ ray sources

LAT CM Torino - 3 Sep 2015

IC 443: prominent Ɣ-ray SNR
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• Among the brightest SNRs in HE and VHE γ rays

IC 443: a prominent γ-ray source

VERITAS and MAGIC TeV source

Spatially extended ~0.3 degrees 
Spectral break from GeV to TeV  
at ~ 70±25 GeV

Fermi LAT  
extended  

source

Pion bump

• Abdo+ (2012) detection of  
low-energy pion cutoff 

• Ebreak ~ 70±25 GeV

(Note: Images always oriented in J2000)
• GeV Ɣ rays detected by EGRET in 

90’s. Then AGILE, Fermi-LAT 
• TeV Ɣ rays detected in 2007 by 

MAGIC, VERITAS 
• Extended GeV/TeV source 
• Among brightest Ɣ ray sources
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IC 443: prominent Ɣ-ray SNR
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• Among the brightest SNRs in HE and VHE γ rays

IC 443: a prominent γ-ray source

VERITAS and MAGIC TeV source

Spatially extended ~0.3 degrees 
Spectral break from GeV to TeV  
at ~ 70±25 GeV

Fermi LAT  
extended  

source

Pion bump

• Abdo+ (2012) detection of  
low-energy pion cutoff 

• Ebreak ~ 70±25 GeV

(Note: Images always oriented in J2000)

→



Our Improving γ ray Views
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Fermi LAT 2010: 13 mos. P6V3 data 
VERITAS   2007: 38hrs



Our Improving γ ray Views
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Fermi LAT 2010: 13 mos. P6V3 data → 2015: 83 mos. Pass 8 data 
VERITAS   2007: 38hrs  →  2015: 178hrs + PMT upgrade, T1 move 

Counts Map >5 GeV (PSF23) Significance Map

PRELIMINARY PRELIMINARY

IC 443 is resolved as a γ-ray shell SNR



Utilizing PSF Event Types in Pass 8
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Counts Map >5 GeV (PSF23)

LAT morphology compared to TeV - VERITAS contours at 3,6,9,12 σ

PRELIMINARY

See Sajan Kumar’s 
poster (SNR 5) for 
VERITAS details



Utilizing PSF Event Types in Pass 8
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Counts Map >5 GeV (PSF23)

LAT morphology compared to TeV, radio - 327 MHz continuum

PRELIMINARY



Utilizing PSF Event Types in Pass 8
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Counts Map >5 GeV (PSF23)

LAT morphology compared to TeV, radio, ambient CO

PRELIMINARY



Utilizing PSF Event Types in Pass 8
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Counts Map >5 GeV (PSF23)

LAT morphology compared to TeV, radio, ambient CO, shocked HCO+

PRELIMINARY



Utilizing PSF Event Types in Pass 8
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Counts Map >5 GeV (PSF23)

LAT morphology compared to TeV, radio, ambient CO, shocked HCO+

PRELIMINARY

• Molecular line observations indicate SNR shock interacting with 
~1.1x104 Msun along southern ridge (e.g. Lee+ 2008) 

LAT CM Torino - 3 Sep 2015

Southern shock into dense gas
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic showing the overall morphology of IC 443 adopted from LEE08, with the nomenclatures for shells overlaid. The asterisk indicates the position
of the pulsar (Olbert et al. 2001). (b) 21 cm radio continuum image of IC 443 (LEE08) with the area covered by the FCRAO observations: thin solid polygon for 12CO
(J = 1–0) and thick dotted polygon for HCO+ and HCN. The contours are distribution of shocked 12CO (see Figure 4 for details). The shock clumps (B–H) identified
by Denoyer (1979a) and Dickman et al. (1992) are indicated.

is also found toward the northeast and near the center of Shell
A (Figure 1(b)). No shocked molecular gas outside Shell A has
been reported. The overall distribution of shocked molecular
gas has often been described as an expanding ring (Burton et al.
1988; Dickman et al. 1992; van Dishoeck et al. 1993).

On the other hand, the identification and the nature of ambient
clouds that are physically interacting with IC 443 have not been
comprehensively studied. Ambient molecular clouds toward
IC 443 were first reported by Cornett et al. (1977). They found a
geometrically thin (∼3 pc), sheet-like molecular cloud centered
around vLSR ∼ −3 km s−1 and proposed its interaction with
IC 443. Dickman et al. (1992) published more refined maps
of the ambient molecular gas. IC 443 is located toward the
Galactic anticenter direction where the radial velocity due to
the Galactic rotation is degenerate to vLSR ∼ 0 km s−1. The
clouds at vLSR ∼ −3 km s−1 partially overlap with IC 443 in
the sky, and they are often assumed to be the clouds that are
interacting with IC 443 (e.g., Troja et al. 2006), although no
clear indication of their physical association has been found.

Identifying the ambient clouds that are physically associated
with SNRs is important as it provides fundamental information
about the environment of the SNRs. This is particularly impor-
tant for core-collapse SNRs whose environment is significantly
affected by stellar feedback. Also, the study of ambient clouds
is important in understanding the hadronic nature of associated
γ -ray emission. γ -ray emission can be emitted when cosmic
rays that are accelerated at SNR shocks encounter nearby dense
molecular clouds. IC 443 has long been suspected of being a
site of cosmic-ray acceleration. It harbors an EGRET source
3EG J0617+2238 (Hartman et al. 1999), which might be associ-
ated with the hard X-ray source in the eastern boundary (Bykov
et al. 2008). A TeV source in the western boundary is detected
by MAGIC (Albert et al. 2007) and VERITAS (Acciari et al.

2009). More recently, GeV emission from IC 443 is reported by
Fermi LAT (Abdo et al. 2010) and AGILE (Tavani et al. 2010).

In this paper, we report mapping observations of molecular
lines toward the Galactic SNR IC 443. A square-degree field
toward IC 443 is mapped in 12CO (J = 1–0) and HCO+ (J =
1–0) with spatial resolution of ∼50′′. Although IC 443 has
been observed in various molecular lines, observations have
been focused on the broad-line shocked molecular clumps. Our
data present a global view of IC 443 and its interaction with
molecular clouds. The 12CO observations we report here were
conducted using the Five College Radio Astronomy Observatory
(FCRAO) 14 m radio telescope, the same telescope used by
Dickman et al. (1992). Dickman et al. mapped IC 443 with
full beam spacing (i.e., undersampled), but we obtained a fully
sampled map using an on-the-fly (OTF) technique. The details
of observations are described in Section 2. Our observations
find multiple components of ambient molecular clouds toward
IC 443. The characteristics of these multiple cloud complexes
are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we try to identify
ambient clouds that are physically associated with IC 443.
The implication of our results on the environment of IC 443
is discussed in Section 5, and Section 6 summarizes the paper.

2. OBSERVATIONS

A ∼1◦ × 1◦ area around IC 443 was observed in 12CO J =
1–0 (115.2712 GHz) and HCO+ J = 1–0 (89.18852 GHz). All
observations were obtained using the FCRAO 14 m telescope
during 2003 January. The single sideband 32 element focal
plane array receiver SEQUOIA was used in “OTF” mapping
mode. The dual channel correlator (DCC) allowed us to observe
two frequencies simultaneously. An area of 60′ × 62′ centered
at (06h17m00s, 22◦34′00′′) was mapped (Figure 1) with both

2

~104 Msun of shocked gas along 
southern ridge (Lee, et al. 2008)

• Multi-wavelength comparison shows the GeV/TeV γ rays match the 
distribution of shocked gas in IC 443



Utilizing PSF Event Types in Pass 8
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Counts Map >5 GeV (PSF23)

LAT morphology compared to TeV, radio, ambient CO, shocked HCO+

PRELIMINARY

• Multi-wavelength comparison shows the GeV/TeV γ rays match the 
distribution of shocked gas in IC 443

shocked atomic gas in North?

802 LEE ET AL. Vol. 135

Figure 5. H i profile (VLA only) toward the radio continuum peak at (α, δ) =
(06h18m02.s7, 22◦46′09′′).

Figure 6. VLA+Arecibo velocity-integrated maps of vLSR = −18.3 to
−10.7 km s−1. A contour line of radio continuum at 40 mJy/beam is overlaid.

The backgrounds are estimated from nearby source-free re-
gions. Because our main interests are high-velocity features,
background areas are selected from relatively source-free re-
gions in integrated high-velocity channel maps. For the south-
ern ridge area, a region from the southern area outside of the
remnant was used. For northern filaments, regions from north-
eastern area (outside of shell A) and southwestern area (inside
shell A) were selected in a symmetric manner.

Most of the flux (80%) is in the southern ridge area at negative
velocities. The derived mass of high-velocity H i is ∼204 ±
29 M⊙ (vLSR < −25 km s−1 and vLSR > 30 km s−1), where
the stated uncertainty is dominated by that of the background
contribution. This H i mass is smaller than the mass derived
by Giovanelli & Haynes (1979; 322 M⊙), mainly because (1)
our velocity range is smaller than theirs (vLSR < −20 km s−1

and vLSR > 40 km s−1), and (2) the background contribution is
explicitly subtracted in our case. Otherwise, the two results are
consistent.

The H i mass derived above does not include the shocked
H i gas at vLSR = −25 to 30 km s−1, where the emission is
strongly contaminated by the foreground emission. One can try
to estimate the amount of shocked gas in this velocity range

Figure 7. H i 21 cm velocity coded RGB image of IC 443 (VLA + Arecibo).
R: 50 to 25 km s−1; G:−25 to −40 km s−1; B: −40 to −100 km s−1.
Contour lines of radio continuum at 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and
100 mJy/beam are overlaid.
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Figure 8. (a) Distribution of shocked H i in the NE part of IC 443 for vLSR
between −40 km s−1 and −25 km s−1, and (b) for vLSR between 25 km s−1

and 50 km s−1. Regions for the flux measurement are indicated.

by fitting the spectrum of shocked H i in the visible range
(vLSR < −25 km s−1 and vLSR > 30 km s−1). Modeling the
shocked H i line with a Gaussian profile, Giovanelli & Haynes
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by fitting the spectrum of shocked H i in the visible range
(vLSR < −25 km s−1 and vLSR > 30 km s−1). Modeling the
shocked H i line with a Gaussian profile, Giovanelli & Haynes

HI absorption → 40±4 Msun  
(Castelletti, et al. 2011)  
H+ gas has ne=10-1000 cm-3  
(Rho, et al. 2001)



Sharper LAT Imaging
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IC 443 deconvolved

• Lucy-Richardson deconvolution with wavelet denoising enhances 
spatial structures (as done previously with W44; Abdo et al. 2010)

• Deconvolved LAT image is used as an extended spatial template to 
isolate different emission regions

Deconvolved 1–300 GeV events. 
Pass 8 gives 2.4x statistics of 
P7REP with cut on PSF68 < 0.4° 

W44 deconvolved P6v3 
data from Science 

see arXiv:0705.1362

http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.1362


Sharper LAT Imaging
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IC 443 deconvolved W44 deconvolved?

• Lucy-Richardson deconvolution with wavelet denoising enhances 
spatial structures (as done previously with W44; Abdo et al. 2010)

• Deconvolved LAT image is used as an extended spatial template to 
isolate different emission regions

Deconvolved 1–300 GeV events. 
Pass 8 gives 2.4x statistics of 
P7REP with cut on PSF68 < 0.4° 

shocked HCO+ contours

W44 deconvolved P6v3 
data from Science 

see arXiv:0705.1362

http://arxiv.org/abs/0705.1362


Exploring 4 Distinct Regions
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     Region 1 PRELIMINARY

Extract spectra from distinct regions 
using 4 spatial templates for LAT / 
circular apertures for VERITAS



Exploring 4 Distinct Regions
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     Region 2 PRELIMINARY

     Region 1



Exploring 4 Distinct Regions
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     Region 1

     Region 2

     Region 3 PRELIMINARY



Exploring 4 Distinct Regions
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     Region 3

     Region 2

     Region 1

     Region 4 PRELIMINARY



Exploring 4 Distinct Regions
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Broken PL fits for all 4 regions: 
Γ1 ~ 2.3, Γ2 ~ 2.9, Eb ~ 60 GeV

• No clear differences in spectral shape for distinct emission regions 
(e.g. dense cloud in region 1 vs. fast atomic shock in region 4)

PRELIMINARY

Note: Uncertainties in the absolute flux 
calibration between Fermi LAT and 
VERITAS are NOT considered here



Comparing Regions: GeV vs TeV fluxes
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E2 dN/dE [erg cm-2 s-1] flux ratios of the 1-200 GeV and 0.2-6 TeV energy ranges

• TeV/GeV integral flux ratios are consistent within errors between 
all 4 regions, despite ~10x change in brightness



Comparing Regions: GeV flux vs Gas Mass
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Mγ~2,500 Msun can explain ζCR ~2x10-15 from H3+ (Indriolo, et al. 2008)

• Ratio of flux to gas mass shows significant differences between 
the dense molecular (1,2,3) and diffuse atomic (4) regions
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γ-ray Morphology of IC 443 Resolved
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PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY

• Fermi LAT Pass 8 data resolves γ-
ray shell from IC 443 in agreement 
with deep VERITAS observations 

• Able to resolve γ-ray emission 
zones on ~5 pc scales in IC 443  

• GeV/TeV correspondence with 
shock interaction gas density 

• Spectra of all 4 regions show 
consistency with same broken 
power law 

• Data are still statistics limited… 



Backup Slides



Energy-Dependent GeV Morphology
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Fermi LAT extension fit in 6 distinct energy bins from 0.3-1,000 GeV

Gaussian R68 and 1σ localization

Extension significance



Two nearby molecular clouds
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• Foreground molecular cloud cuts across SNR. 
RGB image shows vLSR = -2,-4,-6 km/s  
against Radio contours

LAT CM Torino - 3 Sep 2015

Two nearby molecular clouds

5
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Figure 7. RGB composite image where each R, G, and B channel corresponds to 12CO integrated temperature maps of velocity ranges −0.5 to −3.4, −3.4 to −5.1,
and −5.1 to −7.0 km s−1, respectively. The contours show the 21 cm radio continuum image from LEE08. The contour levels are 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 mJy.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 8. 12CO peak temperature map (identical to Figure 6(b)) together with position–velocity maps. The upper panel is an R.A.–velocity map of peak temperatures
along the decl. axis. The right panel is a velocity–decl. map of peak temperatures along the R.A. axis. The images are shown in a squared scale to better visualize the
locations of the SCs. The numbers are identification numbers for SCs. The central velocities of SCs are adopted from v0 of Component 1 in Table 1.
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Figure 13. Locations of the SCs overlaid over the average temperature map of
HCO+. The gray rectangle is the extraction area for the PV map in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. PV map of 12CO emission around SC 05 extracted from the slit in
Figure 13. The distance is measured from the location of SC 05, and the value
increases with increasing right ascension. The contours represent a PV map
of HCO+ extracted from the same slit. The location of SC 05 in the PV map
(distance ∼ 0′, vLSR ∼ −6 km s−1) is marked.

to meet our SC criteria. We suggest that this cloud is yet to be
impacted by the SNR shock.

The absence of small SC-like features with Clumps B and
C points toward the rapid destruction of the core following the
passage of the shock. The clouds are likely accelerated and de-
stroyed within several cloud crushing time intervals, where the
cloud crushing time is defined as tcc = χ1/2a0/vb and χ , a0, vb

each represents the ratio of the density of the cloud to that of the
intercloud medium, the cloud size, and the shock velocity in the
intercloud medium (Klein et al. 1994). If we adopt a0 of 1 pc
and χ ∼ 100, we obtain τcc ∼ 1 × 105 (vb/100 km s−1)−1 yr.
vb is uncertain, but recent X-ray observations (Troja et al. 2006)
seem to suggest vb ∼ 500 km s−1, while other observations tend
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Figure 15. Far-IR 90 µm image taken with the AKARI satellite shown in gray
scale. The green contours show the distribution of +5 km s−1 clouds (the gray
scale in Figure 9). The blue contours show locations of SCs. The solid and
dashed circles represent the location of γ -ray sources detected by MAGIC and
VERITAS, respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 2
H2 Column Densities and Masses of SCs

SC No. H2 Column Density Mass
(×1021 cm−2) (M⊙)

01 4.3 ± 0.5 12.6 ± 1.6
02 2.5 ± 0.1 3.5 ± 0.1
03 4.0 ± 0.1 57.7 ± 0.9
04 3.6 ± 0.1 7.0 ± 0.1
05 4.1 ± 0.1 13.2 ± 0.2
06 3.0 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.1
07 4.2 ± 0.4 2.7 ± 0.3
08 7.4 ± 0.1 85.8 ± 0.7
09 1.2 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.2
10 1.5 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1
11 1.7 ± 0.3 0.4 ± 0.1
12 3.2 ± 0.5 36.9 ± 0.7

Notes. H2 column densities are estimated from the fit parameters of component 1
in Table 1. We corrected for the main beam efficiency and adopted the canonical
conversion factor X (≡ NH2 /

!
T (12CO)dv) of ∼2 × 1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1 s

(e.g., Dame et al. 2001). To estimate the mass, we multiply the H2 mass by a
factor of 1.36 to account for the mass of helium. The errors in this table are
formal errors from the spectral fit and do not include any systematic error.

to give lower velocities (e.g., see Chevalier 1999). Adopting
vb ∼ 500 km s−1 yields τcc ∼ 2 × 104 yr, which is compara-
ble to the estimated remnant age (∼30,000 yr; Chevalier 1999).
Hence, the shock crushing may not be an efficient mechanism
to destroy SCs. However, the intercloud shock in IC 443 could
be in radiative phase (Chevalier 1999), and the large postshock
density of the intercloud shock may have significantly acceler-
ated the destruction of the clouds. The SCs are also subject to
evaporation. The evaporation time for classical thermal conduc-
tivity is given by tevap = 3.3×1020nc(a0/1 pc)2T

−5/2
i (Cowie &

McKee 1977), where nc is the hydrogen number density of the

12

• +5 km/s cloud ends at TeV peak

Figures from Lee+ 2008
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Image Restoration Technique 
✤Richardson-Lucy Deconvolution Algorithm
• When we observe an event at position x
✦P(x:ξ): probability that it came from a “true” position ξ due to 

instrument response

✦Generalization to Event-by-event Pk(x:ξ)

• Can be used for event-by-event data with varying PSF.
✦No energy spectrum assumption necessary

• Point sources can be incorporated using dual-channel method

ψ r+1(ξ) = 1
N
ψ r (ξ) Pk (xk :ξ)

Pk (xk :ζ )ψ
r (ζ )dζ∫k=1

N

∑

 

ψ r+1(ξ) = φ!(x) ψ r (ξ)P(x :ξ)
P(x :ζ )ψ r (ζ )dζ∫∫ dx

ψ =ψ point +ψ extended

Lucy 1974
Richardson 1974

Hook&Lucy 1994
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Wavelet Denoising
• Minimize the effect of Poisson noise
» Wavelet filtering technique

ψn φn=P•ψn Rn

φ

-

FILTER R’n φ’ RL ψn+1
+

w0 w2w1

w3 w4 c4

Wavelet 
decomposition

ψ = wj
j=0

n

∑ + cn

Starck&Murtagh 1994

φ: observed image
Rn=φ−φ n, φ’=R’n+φn

H. Tajima et al.
astro-ph 0705.1362
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